November 8, 2009
Philip verbal stimming a lot again, maybe time to adjust medicine since he has gained so much weight. Today in church, he decides to stretch his body out and yell "streeetch". They when church was at it's quietist, he yells out "P.U. tummy." Not one of our finer moments in public.
November 11, 2009
Took Philip to doctor's today for check up. Wow, what a visit. He was so loud and stimmy and obsessed with making it rain in her sink and on the walls. It too myself and the doctor to stop him from doing it. Not sure what is going on. We are going to change up his meds a little. He also has to be on a 2300 calorie diet because of his weight gain. It's so odd, two years ago, I was making him special shakes to gain weight now he is having the opposite problem. We also have to get him to exercise everyday. He already is non stop, you would think that would be enough. His dad is home because he is laid off so things are a little different around the house which doesn't help.
November 14, 2009
Raised Philip's Risperdal so he is doing a bit better today. Still very stimmy but much less hyper. He has several doctor's appointments this week to try to get him back on track.
November 19, 2009
Well we survived all the doctor's appointments. His Risperdal was increased again but not the Namenda. We are going to work on getting him to lose a few pounds in hopes that the dose will work better for him. He did pretty good in school today although a little spacey. I just hope he is on track for Christmas visiting.
November 21, 2009
Pretty good day yesterday. Sleeping much better again with the added Risperdal. Ran out of Galantamine today and can't afford to get anymore so we'll see what happens. Not sure how long it stays in your system for.
November 23, 2009
Lots of verbal stimming today, I really need some ear plugs lol. Philip was very happy to see Piper a service dog that visits his classroom sometimes. We were shopping at Publix and he was there. Philip seemed very surprised that she was there. Piper was very excited to see Philip. It's amazing how dogs remember. Piper is like Philip's guardian angel, he seems to show up in places where Philip is having a hard time. She has a wonderful owner who is very patient with Philip. Only two days of school this week then he is off for Thanksgiving. We are having Thanksgiving at home so hopefully it will be calming for him.
November 25, 2009
Went to Rothman center yesterday and discussed some of Philip's anxieties like haircut, scissors, clippers and birds. We got some great ideas but Philip did not like us talking about these topics. He was over the top stimming all day yesterday and again today. Obviously something we have to work on lol. We listed all the places he is anxious with these items and rated them on a scale of 1-10. Then we are starting with the least anxiety provoking thing which would be pictures of birds, scissors, clippers and haircuts. We are to reward him and make it fun looking at these things so he begins to associate it with something good. Once his anxiety to this drops in half, we continue but add in the next thing which would be videos and so on until he is able to tolorate these with no trouble. We also need to desensitize him to the word by saying it often. He does not like this at all right now but enough times the hope is it won't bother him anymore. Started a little today but decided we needed to enjoy a quiet Thanksgiving before I jump in completly. Philip has been eating lots of different foods lately, looking forward to Thanksgiving to see what he eats. Last year we had to cook him up his Chicken and french fries.
November 29, 2009
Philip did very well for Thanksgiving. This is the first year he actually ate some of the same foods everyone else eats without having to cook him french fries. He ate turkey, mashed potatos, corn and even a piece of pumpkin pie. I thought this day would never come. He seems to be using more words today. We have a Chuck e Cheese birthday party to go to today. He wanted Cosmos which is a small restaurant he gets chicken from. He told me "First Chuck e cheese, then Cosmos." He also seems to be using more carrier phrases today like "I want."
December 9, 2009
Wow, where does the time go. Dad is still laid off so Mom has had to work a job to bring in enough to pay the bills. Philip has been a little off his schedule and can't seem to figure out the change. He has had a few crying spells wanting Mom to stay home but for the most part is doing well. I usually do a lot of work time with Philip but with working he has had it a little easy lately. We are working on his fear of haircut and scissors. It is a long process. Right now we are working on him letting a pair of scissors sit out for a 1 minute period of time. He doesn't mind using them but they have to be put away right after. This is ok except when your doing a project that requires setting the scissors down in between. You go to use the scissors and they have been locked away lol. Philip is really looking forward to Christmas. Thanks to family and friends we were able to get a couple gifts for each kid. It will be a very simple Christmas but we will be together.


